ne October night in 1982, cable entrepreneur Gerry Lenfest and his wife, Marguerite,
were seated in a Newport, Rhode Island restaurant next to two couples who were visiting the area to check on the progress of sailboats they were having built in nearby
Bristol. The more he listened to the couples' plans, the more intrigued Lenfest became. With no
schedule to keep and time on their hands, the Lenfests added a stop at the boatworks to the next
day's itinerary. By the end of the visit, Lenfest had placed an order for a 38-foot sailboat of his
own.
As the couple pulled away from the gates of the boatyard, his companion of three decades
turned to Lenfest and said dryly: "That's great, Gerry. But you don't know how to sail."
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"Yes, buying that boat is a good example of my impulsiveness," admits 73-year-old Lenfest
with a grin. "I've always had a hard time saying, 'no.'"
Undaunted by his lack of sailing experience, Lenfest next did what comes naturally to him. He
studied eveIything he needed to learn. Before long, the couple was not only sailing the
Chesapeake Bay, but had traded up to an oceangoing boat and spent two summers exploring
coasts on the other side of the Atlantic. Never one to do things by halves, Lenfest also bought
Bristol Marine, a marina neighboring the Rhode Island boatworks whhre he purchased his first
sailboat.
The boat-buying episode has much in common with Lenfest's entry into the cable business 29
years ago. In 1974, he quit a high-paying, high-profile job in New York City to run a small cable
enterprise out of the basement of his house. At the time, the industry's future was anything but
certain. And newcomer Lenfest had a high learning curve to climb. A quarter-century later, his
leap of faith brought his family nearly $3.6 billion when he sold Lenfest Communications, Inc.
to longtime rival Comcast.

Inability to resist a challenge is a longstanding theme in Lenfest's life. So is beating the odds. One of twins born in 1930
to Harold and Rena FitzGerald Lenfest, Gerry enjoyed a relatively happy childhood in Scarsdale, New York, until age 13,
when his mother died suddenly of a cerebral hemorrhage. His father shipped his two children off to separate boarding
schools. Young Gerry rebelled so successfully that at the end of his first year at The George School in Newtown,
Pennsylvania, the dean invited him into his office to say: "You can come back next year if you want to, Gerry, but I don't
think it's a very good idea. Do you?" Lenfest agreed.
Lenfest's father, fully occupied with running his own business, next sent his son to live on the family farm outside of
Lambertville, New Jersey. The boy's only company was a deeply religious Pennsylvania Dutch housekeeper: "She was a
wonderful woman, a simple woman," says Lenfest, "but I was miserable on that old farm. I had lost my mother and was
bitter."
Lenfest was soon skipping classes at nearby Flemington High School. When his father finally caught wind of the boy's
truancy, he enrolled Gerry in Mercersburg Academy in Mercersburg, Pennsylvania, a boarding school known for discipline
and structure. This time something clicked for the 17-year-old. From being a tongue-tied troublemaker, Lenfest transformed himself into a good student, athlete and star debater.
"I learned to study and enjoy learning for learning's sake," says Lenfest. "Mercersburgalso gave me the feeling that someday, I could be somebody. The school developed your character, and not simply because of the students and teachers
around you. Everywhere were signs of successful former students. You looked around and saw examples of who you'd like
to be."
"I think Gerry views Mercersburg as a time when he was perhaps his happiest," says Doug Hale, headmaster at the academy today. "I don't think he thought of himself then as being a particularly successful or able human being. He sees it as
the most formative time in his life, a time that shaped everything that has followed."
Lenfest graduated from Mercersburg in 1949, around the time that the new medium of television was beginning to infiltrate American homes. The young man never had a chance to enjoy the novelty because his father arranged for him to
spend summers hard at work. Stints as a farmhand in Iowa and as an oilfield roughneck in North Dakota kept the teenager busy from dawn till long past dusk. The summer following his senior year at Mercersburg, Lenfest shipped out on a
merchant vessel. He had been accepted by Washington and Lee University in Lexington, Virginia, but his father turned
down his request to go to college.
"I didn't know what field I wanted to study," says Lenfest. "My father told me that if I didn't know, he wasn't going to
send me. So I went to sea instead. When the ship docked in October, my father came aboard and said that he had enrolled
me. 'Did I want to go?' I guess he had a change of heart. I said I did and started college a month late."
While Washington and Lee cultivated the bookish side of Lenfest, his summer jobs gave him a useful education in interpersonal skills. "1 learned to get along with people in all walks of life," he says. "I think those early experiences helped me
recognize the value of the 'worker bees' of the world. That followed me into the cable business. I always got along with
people in the field and in the office. I nwer felt like I was The Boss."
In 1953, Lenfest graduated with a degree in economics from Washington and Lee. He immediately joined the Navy
with a commission and shipped out on a destroyer for most of the n a t two years. In July 1955, he married Marguerite

Brooks, whom he had met four years earlier and courted for the last three. As soon as his Navy
duty was up, the newlyweds headed for New York City, where Lenfest toiled away on a law
degree at Columbia University while his wife taught school on Long Island.
"Those were hard times," recalls Marguerite Lenfest. "We were living in New York City on my
income, which was next to nothing. I used to pack Gerry's lunch in a little bag and he'd take that
to school with him every day."
Graduation led directly to an associate position at Davis Polk & Wardwell, an old-line New York
firm whose founding partner, Iohn W. Davis, was a Washington and Lee alumnus. knfest's life
from this point might easily have followed a conventional track. As an attorney in a well-regarded firm, he would have been able to count on job security, an ever-increasingsalary and the possible prestige of partnership-a far uy from the low expectations of his troubled teen years.
Lenfest, however, had caught the eye of Walter Fletcher, a senior Davis Polk partner. Instead of
allowing the young associate to cycle through the firm's various departments-standard procedure-Fletcher took him under his wing in the estates and trusts area. The eccentric older man
("I could tell you stories!" says Lenfest) often nabbed his younger colleague and hauled him
along purely for companionship o n long train trips to Washington, D.C., where Fletcher would
catch a local to his farm near Charlottesville, Virginia. Lenfest would then have to make a mad
dash to catch the next train back to New York City. "I lost a lot of hats" at D.C.'s Union Station,
he says.
What he gained was Fletcher's confidence. One day in 1965, instead of heading to the Nation's
Capital, Fletcher pulled Lenfest off the train at Philadelphia and took him to meet Walter
Annenberg, one of his clients. Annenberg was looking for a second attorney for his in-house corporate counsel staff at Triangle Publications.
'Fletcher didn't say to me, You should consider taking this job,"' says Lenfest. "He said, You're
going to Philadelphia.' Typical Fletcher."
His new role at Triangle exposed Lenfest for the first time to the business of business. Triangle
owned television and radio stations, two major newspapers, TV Guide, a major magazine, racing
newspapers, and several cable television systems. With the encouragement of Triangle's general
counsel and only executive vice president Joe First, Lenfest learned everything he could about
the company's business operations. After five years in the Philadelphia office, Lenfest moved
back to New York City to become managing director of Triangle's newly created
Communications Division, a role that included being the editorial director and publisher of
girls' magazine SEVENTEEN and CEO of Annenberg's cable properties.
As much as Lenfest enjoyed his job, he saw a limited future ahead. "1 could probably have
replaced Joe First eventually, but in my opinion, there was no long-term future in Annenberg's
company. He wanted to sell everything off eventually. And did."
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One afternoon early in 1374, 44-year-old Lenfest walked into Annenberg's office and asked his boss to give him an
opportunity to buy two of the Pennsylvania cable systems that Annenberg was then t r y q to unload: Suburban Cable TV
and Lebanon Valley Cable W ."Fine," replied Annenberg but only if Lenfest could drum up the financing. If not, the next
offer to come along at the right price would get the goods. Lenfest was all too aware of how easily he could miss his chance.
"Monty Rifkin of ATC (now Time Warner) made an offer for the systems," recalls Lenfest, "but his wheeling-and-dealing put off Joe, so he turned him down. And there were others. It was a very narrow window that I got through."
Lenfest scrambled and convinced a bank to lend him $1.8 million to help purchase the Lebanon, Pennsylvania system.
But he still needed $500,000. He approached two Lebanon businessmen for the rest of the money. In return, he promised to double their investment in five years.
The night before closing Lenfest got an urgent call from one of the two men, requesting a meeting at his home:
"They said, 'Gerry, we've been thinking about it, and we just think it's too risky. You're not putting up any of the money,
and we've decided we're not going to go through with the deal.' I didn't know what to say. Their wives, who had been listening, excused themselves and took their husbands into the kitchen. I could hear them. 'It doesn't seem right,' the women
said. You told Gerry you were going to do the deal and now the night before closing, you change your mind. It just doesn't seem fair.' So the two came back in and said 'Okay, we'll go ahead with it! And that's how I got my start in cable. If it
wasn't for those two wives in Lebanon, I wouldn't have had this opportunity. We started with 7,600 subscribers in March
1974."
Soon the Lenfest family ping-pong table was covered with bills, and the basement had become the de facto headquarters for Lenfest Communications Inc. Marguerite Lenfest found herself drafted into the role of right-hand assistant.
"I didn't have a choice about getting involved," she says. "He just said, 'Here's the information from Triangle. I want you
to set up the office: I said, What?' So I poured through all this stuff and went to the local high school for an evening course
in bookkeeping."
Albeit unintentionally, the launch of Lenfest Communications coincided with the first hints of the coming boom in
cable. When the first original cable program channel-HBO-debuted
on satellite in 1375, Lenfest was among the earliest to sign up. Would-be subscribers flagged down Lenfest's trucks to get on the company's installation schedule.
As eager as he was to grow his business, Lenfest nonetheless steered clear of the urban franchising frenzy of the late
1970s. He focused instead on suburban systems around the high-growth periphery of Philadelphia.
"From 1374 until 1981, we grew from 7,600 subscribers to 40,000," he says. 'Those were systems that we built. We started in Lebanon and expanded that one system. Then we turned our attention to suburban areas around the Philadelphia
city core. First, in Bucks County, then Phoenixville, then Pottstown, and so on."
In 1981, with a solid subscriber base established, Lenfest turned an eye toward starting other business ventures, including Cable AdNet, which launched the first cable advertising interconnect and later became the nation's largest advertising
"rep" firm for cable.
In spite of branching out into new businesses, Lenfest felt stymied. He wanted to expand his cable turf, but he couldn't
see how to do so without bringing in major capital. Having elected to stay out of the big franchise battles, Lenfest could
only grow by acquiring existing or partially built systems, an expensive proposition.

Financial assistance arrived in 1982 in the form of TCI's John Malone. Lenfest had met
Malone years earlier when the latter was still president of Jerrold Electronics. In 1982, h e invited Malone-by then at the helm ofTCI-to address the Philadelphia Cable Club. While driving
Malone back to the airport after the speech, Lenfest confided his frustration. Malone offered a
simple solution. TCI was looking for investment opportunities. Why not sell 20 percent of
Lenfest Communications to TCI, in exchange for an infusion of cash that could fuel expansion!
An elated Lenfest agreed.
"For us, it was a good investment," says Malone. "For Gerry, he got access to our scale economics and, of course, some of our capital. Then, over the years, as he needed more cash t o grow,
we increased our stake. Likewise, if TCI bought companies with dispersed assets, including any
in the Philadelphia area, those properties tended to go into Geny's company."
Buoyed by the arrangement with TCI, Lenfest spent the years from 1982 to 1987 building his
MSO into a 13-system enterprise senring a quarter-million customers. The following two years
brought an even bigger growth spurt: Lenfest Communications nearly doubled in size and held
190 cable franchises. The company also hit a major milestone. Its estimated value in 1989
exceeded $1 billion.
Lenfest thoroughly enjoyed being in on the high-octane wheeling-and-dealing that dominated the industry in the late 1980s. In 1988 alone, more than $15 billion worth of cable deals were
announced. Systems switched hands; valuations rose. Deregulation four years earlier had
opened the floodgates to major investment.
The 1984 deregulation of the cable industry also had the perilous side effect of setting the
stage for a groundswell of public outrage over rate increases and other perceived abuses by the
cable industry-a groundswell that would grow and culminate in re-regulation of the industry
in 1992 and 1994. As the threat of re-regulation increased in the early 1990s, the bottom
dropped out of the cable market. Banks withdrew their support from the domestic cable market. Everyone sat tight. And a few U.S. operators-Lenfest included-began looking overseas for
opportunities.
One Lenfest Communications venture abroad-Videopole, in France-was largely successful,
though never lucrative, according to Lenfest. Another-Australis-looms
in Lenfest's mind as
the worst business mistake he's ever made.
Like the infamous sailboat impulse purchase, Lenfest got into the Australis deal o n a whim.
During "a weekend spent biking at Ocean City, New Jersey," the cable entrepreneur accepted an
offer to become part of a joint venture t o bring pay-TV to Australia.
"It sounded great," says Lenfest. "Australia is an English-speaking country, programming is
available in English, and there was n o pay-lV, n o cable, n o satellite, n o whatever."
Walter Burgin, former headmaster of Mercersburg Academy, remembers talking to Lenfest
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during the early days of the Australis venture: "The deal really made his blood flow. It was Gerry's kind of game. He had
found an opportunity; it was a challenge; and it was a risk. But with great potential at the end of the day."
Lenfest soon learned, however, that minority ownership, distance, foreign business rules and nasty politics were a lethal
combination. Among other things, Australian media powerhouses Rupert Murdoch and Kerry Packer had no intention of
making things easy for foreigners to get a toehold in their backyard.
"We got into a real hornet's nest," says Lenfest. "A true can of worms. I guess the lesson is, no matter how good things
look, you should take a second look. Because we got into that deal very, very quickly."
"Australis was a turkey," says John Malone with a laugh. "A total turkey. But 'nothing ventured, nothing gained.' The fun
thing about Gerry is that he was always willing to try things. I would come up with schemes from time to time and he was
always very supportive."
Australis might not have been so painful a lesson had Lenfest been willing to throw in the towel sooner. Before he was
through, he had poured $135 million into the venture. "He couldn't say, 'no'," says Bob Lawrence, former executive vice
president of Lenfest Communications. "Gerry couldn't cut his losses and walk away. He didn't want to admit defeat. So
he continued to put money in several times. He kept thinking that another round of financing would save it."
Irritating as the Australian venture proved to be, Lenfest had more than enough going on at home to keep himself occupied. By the early 1990s, market sluggishness notwithstanding, Lenfest Communications had grown to 700,000 subscribers and TCI's stake had increased to 50 percent. In spite of the jump in TCl's stake in the company, Lenfest's relationship with Malone remained a comfortably casual partnership.
"I had complete management control of the company," says knfest. "Nobody from TCI ever set foot on our premises.
For the first 12 or 14 years, the Board of Directors was Marguerite, John and myself. We didn't have a single Board meeting. All management decisions were approved later by unanimous consent."
But not everything on the domestic front was so casual or upbeat. In 1994, Lenfest Communications shelled out $5 million to settle a US. Department of Justice allegation that the company had cheated motion picture and entertainment producers out of millions of dollars in royalties. The department charged that Lenfest Communications had intentionally
underpaid fees owed to producers for the broadcast of their programming by cable operators. The company disputed the
charge, decrying the complex and vague "tiered" system used for determining royalties, but Lenfest ultimately settled.
"I'm sure most operators calculated things the way we did," says Lenfest. "The case was a great shock to the industry. I
bet a lot of people were scrambling around. Harry Brooks, who did the calculations o n our behalf, wasn't trying to cheat
anyone. He filed the forms and made the best judgment he could about what was owed. He honestly felt he was doing
the right thing."
More irritation soon followed when the Securities and Exchange Commission filed a civil complaint in Federal court
alleging that the Lenfest family had engaged in insider trading two years earlier. The suit charged Marguerite and her son,
Chase, with buying 5,000 shares of TCI stock specifically to benefit from the unannounced merger plans of X I , Liberty
Media and Bell Atlantic in October 1993. Gerry Lenfest was on the Board of Directors of Liberty Media at the time and
knew about the proposed merger. He vigorously denied having said anything to prompt either his wife or his son to buy

TCI stock. After three years of legal wrangling, the suit was dismissed by the Federal District
Court in November 1998, vindicating the Lenfests of any wrongdoing.
While the two cases ground their way through the legal system, Lenfest stormed ahead. In
1995, he acquired 290,000 Delaware Valley subscribers from Sammons Communications. The
purchase pushed Lenfest's subscriber level over the one-million mark and the company into the
big leagues. knfest Communications remained headquartered in the modest one-story stone
building that had been its home since 1987, but nearly 1,000 employees were out in the field
running more than 200 systems. In 1997, Suburban Cable (one of Lenfest's cable system groups)
became the first company in the United States to offer DIVA'S video-on-demand
se~ce.
Lenfest himself began to be noticed outside of the cable industry. In 1994, he was named Man
of the Year by the Easter Seal Society. In 1996, he was included for the first time on the Forbes
400 list of the country's wealthiest individuals. He received the Distinguished Achievement
Award in 1997 from his a h a mater, Columbia Law School.
Gratifying as the accolades and attention were, they took second place to the satisfaction of
having built a multibillion-dollar business from scratch. One of Lenfest's chief points of pride
was his company's corporate culture. knfest Communications' heavily-decentralized structure
required a team that did not need to be told what to do every minute of the day.
"I believe very strongly that if you have faith in people and you give them the opportunity,
they'll generally rise to the occasion and perform well," says Lenfest.
One of Lenfest's earliest successes in leading an organization had come in the Navy. "I became
captain of a ship called the USS Coates," he explains. "When I took command it previously had
the poorest record of all eight ships in our squad~on.In two years, the ship won every award in
the Atlantic fleet. Not just the squadron, the whole fleet. The lesson I learned is that the crew felt
that the ship belonged to them. I simply challenged them to be as good as they could be. I didn't tell everyone how to do his job. I let them do it, and do it well. Basically, you have to learn
to pat on the back more often and kick in the ass less often."
"Gerry is the working man's compatriot or buddy," says Bob Lawrence, who joined Lenfest
Communications in the late 1970s when the company was just taking off. "He would be out
smoking with the employees, and sometimes they wouldn't realize who he was. He'd be talking
up his mother's cure for the cold or whatever, and he would mix right in. He made the lowestlevel employee feel like the most important person in the company."
"Gerry has a tremendous capacity to connect with people," said John Elrod, the now-deceased
president of Washington and Lee University. "He can make you think that what you're talking
about with him is as important, if not more important, than you think it is."
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"I've seen him engage some people who were pretty hard to engage," agrees David Leebron, dean of Columbia Law
School. "He's very down-to-earth."
Lenfest's ability to connect with others has its flip-side. Descriptions of him range from "absolute charmer" and "flirtatious," to "crusty curmudgeon" and "the grumpiest man in cable." Lenfest cheerfully admits that sometimes his tongue
and temper get the better of him. The royalty dispute with the U.S. Department of Justice,for example, evoked a very public flash of anger. In a 1995 interview with Philadelphia magazine, Lenfest vented his spleen over the case, calling the Justice
Department "pimps for the Hollywood whores." He concedes that the language was "brutal," but stood by the sentiment
both then and to this day.
Lenfest is also known for being a bit of rabble-rouser in his roles on the boards of various organizations. His impulsiveness and "impatience with the day-to-day decision process," says friend Edgar Masinter, often put him in the role of
agitator, "where others might let things lie."
"Gerry has an irrepressible capacity for moving obstacles out of the way," says Masinter, who succeeded Lenfest as president of Mercersburg Academy's Board of Regents. "He's not one for letting most boards' inclination to flounder over
process get in the way of accomplishment."
"He's never been a rubber stamp guy," agreed John Elrod of Washington and Lee, where Lenfest has served on the Board
of Trustees. "You could have a very thorough, carefully thought through, well-prepared document, but if Gerry Lenfest is
out there in the audience listening that document isn't going to be the end of the discussion. He almost invariably comes
up with another angle, another idea, another suggestion, an alternative that hadn't been considered. We almost always
had to go back and rethink the project in light of what Gerry said."
To those who know him, Lenfest's "irrepressiblecapacity" has a useful counterbalancing force in the form of Marguerite
Lenfest, his wife of 48 years. "Gerry's success would not have happened without her," says Edgar Masinter. "She can trim
his sails when nobody else can. And she also believes in him at those moments when he might think no one else has a
reason to. It's very much a partnership."
"She's much more steady and down-to-earth than I am," says Lenfest. "I'm always trying for the home run, and she says,
'Let's just get to first base."'
"Gerry rarely says 'no'," says Bob Lawrence. "He's quite a risk-taker. Twenty-eight years ago, if Marguerite had had real
say in it, I think Gerry would still have just those original two systems. He was really the driving force behind the growth,
and Marguerite was kicking and screaming most of the way. And she'll tell you that."
By 1997, the Lenfests' yin-and-yang balancing act had been so effective that success was threatening to become a double-edged sword. Passage of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 unleashed a new round of deal-rnaking. as cable companies struggled to reposition themselves to compete with telephone companies and others in the race to control "the last
mile" into consumers' homes. The stakes were high. The cable industry had at last reached the "get big or get out" stage
of consolidation that comes with maturity.
One of the biggest factors driving deals in the cable industry in the wake of the 1996 legislation was a desire to consolidate holdings geographically. A cable company with systems all over the country would have a hard time competing
with a regionally-based telephone company. The more an MSO's systems were "clustered,"the better.

Prior to the threat of competition from the telephone companies, most aggressive cable companies had simply built their empires any way they could, anywhere they could, snapping up
franchises or systems helter-skelter. Lenfest had always been an exception.
"Even in the beginning, in the 1970s, G e d s focus was in one geographic areaPhiladelphia," says Bob Lawrence. "In the late 1990s, when larger cable operators woke up and
said 'Clustering is the way to go,' he'd already been clustering for 20 years."
"We fell into it naturally because it seemed to be so much more efficient," explains Lenfest. "I
didn't want middle management spread out all over the country. And for marketing purposes,
the more you have clustered, the more efficient your marketing is.
"1 often paid more than others for cable systems," continues Lenfest, "because I believed in a
simple concept: If you don't buy it, you won't own it. In other words, if we paid $5 million 'too
much' for some property, but our cash flow was $150 million, how long would it really take to
pay off that extra $5 million? Not long."
"Geny just wanted to keep expanding" says John Malone. "Clustering was a very effective
strategy for him. At times it appeared that he was paying a premium, but in the end it worked
out just great for him."
Lenfest's success in building a concentrated base of operations had a downside, too. As the
industry woke up to the merits of clustering, Lenfest Communications suddenly became an
extremely attractive target for acquisition. The company's ring of systems on the outskirts of
Philadelphia put a particularly lusty twinkle in the eye of Comcast, whose home turf was the
City of Brotherly Love.
"Comcast had been drooling over our systems for years," says Bob Lawrence. "Philadelphia is
their hometown. There had always been a friendly rivalry between Lenfest and Comcast. Over
time, Comcast had grown to be six times our size, nationwide, but in their hometown we were
four times their size. Gerry had put together a cluster that took in most of the Philadelphia suburbs, an opportunity that Comcast had passed by."
"Comcast really wanted the Philadelphia suburbs," says Tom Kerver, Cablevision magazine's
business editor. "As far as they were concerned it was their territory, and Geny had it. They did
everything they could to get him to cough up those properties, and Gerry wasn't about to give
them up."
Lenfest's reluctance was natural. For more than 20 years he'd been a buyer, not a seller. Why
he should change course now simply because the stakes were getting higher?
"Geny, I think wasn't anxious to give up his dream of assembling all the cable systems in the
area," says Ralph Roberts, chairman of Comcast. "The problem is, he was faced with us, who
were trying to do the same thing. And because we were larger and had gone public, we were in
a better position than he was."
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Lenfest had to face another reality as well. He no longer possessed clear majority control of his own company. X i ' s role
as 50 percent partner had changed. Faced with its own troubles in the wake of the failure to merge with Bell Atlantic in
1994, the behemoth was looking to court a new buyer. In 1997, Leo 1. Hindery, Jr. came aboard as COO of TCI to facilitate a series of more than a dozen major deals with smaller MSOs, in an effort to slim down TCI's cable holdings. One of
Hindery's proposals was to devise a partnership in the Philadelphia area with Comcast, in which TCI and Lenfest would
together hand over a package of clustered systems to Comcast for the latter to manage. TCI had its own systems in the area,
but unless Lenfest's systems were thrown in, the deal would be too small to be worth Comcast's time.
Lenfest balked. Malone and Hindery walked off Lenfest's board in July 1997, charging that Lenfest was "not maximizing the value of the company." The shaken chairman talked them into returning a week later, but in October the pair again
quit.
"They had made Gerry a compelling offer to sell his company to XI,"says Bob Lawrence, "but he wasn't ready to retire,
wasn't ready to move on. For Gerry it wasn't about money. When your net worth is a billion, two billion, three, whatever, at some point, it's not about the money. He just liked what he was doing. Gerry was still hoping to go public, do more
deals, expand, and grow the company."
A relationship that for 15 years had fueled his company's expansion now threatened to bring Lenfest's dreams to a grinding halt. He offered to buy out TCI's interest but says that in spite of lining up financing. he ''never got the opportunity to
use it." He also proposed to take his company public, but TCI-by then well on its way to merging with AT&T-refused
to support him.
After nearly two years of trying to find a solution that would allow him to break free ofTCI, Lenfest finally accepted the
inevitable. By spring of 1999 the wheels were in motion for N T Broadband Services to buy the half of Lenfest that it
didn't already own through its merger with TCI.
"I think that our sale to AT&T was a final factor,'' says John Malone. "It wasn't going to be as much fun for him. Our
relationship over the years had been very casual. No other partner was going to be as casual."
"In 1998 and 1999, the landscape in the cable industry was changing." says Bob Lawrence. "The kinds of deals that
Gerry wanted to make were getting increasingly difficult. And it would have taken a different relationship with N & T to
make them happen."
"He didn't want to sell, but times dictate certain things," says Marguerite Lenfest with characteristic pragmatism. "You
have to make choices that aren't always what you want, but from a business perspective they make sense. There was also
so much going on in terms of new technology that it was going to cost an enormous amount of money to keep up."
Lenfest and Hindery negotiated a deal that would give the Lenfest family approximately 43 million shares of AT&T
stock, worth in the range of $2 billion. The deal was signed on May 4, 1999. Within days of signing the papers, Lenfest
learned from a newspaper article that AT&T had agreed almost immediately after dosing to sell Lenfest Communications
to Comcast, as a "consolation prize" for Comcast dropping out of a bidding war for Mediaone.
Lenfest was furious. He had just told his staff about the company's sale to AT&T-"one of the most difficult employee
meetings" he'd ever had.
"It's not that I dislike Comcast," he explains. "I've known Ralph Roberts for years. He's one of my closest friends in the

cable industry. But Comcast is in Philadelphia. It meant that a lot of our management who had
created the company would be terminated, because they wouldn't be needed."
The deal between AT&T and Comcast called for knfest Communications to be handed over
in two years. AT&T would own it in the meantime, and Comcast would manage the operations.
knfest decided that having his company and its staff sitting in limbo for 24 months made little sense. Instead, he "entered into a series of pretty aggressive negotiations to sell directly to
Comcast," says Bob Lawrence. If he had to sell, it might as well be to the one who really wanted the company, at the highest possible price, and with terms of protection for his top management.
"Gerry once told me that he just loved what he was doing," says Walter Burgin. "And he'd d o
it until the big boys wanted it. And when they wanted it, they'd take it. Either they'd take it or
they'd kill him. So part of the game was to make them pay for it. Build it up in such a way that
it was going to cost them a lot."
In the end, knfest agreed to a $6.9 billion purchase price, plus $1.2 billion of debt assumption, the tenth largest deal in a year filled with mega-deals. knfest earmarked $60 million for
bonuses based on seniority for the employees of knfest Communications. Special consideration went to senior management, many of whom would lose their jobs when Comcast took
over. "I didn't build the company by myself," says knfest, echoing his "worker bee" experiences
from his teen years. "It was built through my employees."
In spite of the sale of his company, Lenfest is far from retired. He has a full range of business
ventures to fill his days, some related to cable, some to investments, others as diverse as a Jaguar
car dealership and his marina in Rhode Island. Among other things, The knfest Group is
involved in national satellite promotion of cable programming and digital satellite distribution
(Starnet), and software for traffic and billing of cable advertising and marketing promotion
(CAM Systems.) knfest is also chairman of the board of TelVue, a company devoted to telephone automatic number identification for cable pay-per-view applications. Travel, art collecting and the Lenfests' three adult children (Diane, Chase and Brook) and grandchildren also keep
the former cable operator busy. "Gerry has always been programmed," says his wife Marguerite.
"Not to have something scheduled every day would not be good for him."
Philanthropy, as much as business or more so, dominates knfest's post-MSO career. "Giving
money away wisely" tops his life's wish list. To that end, he, Marguerite and their children have
set up four foundations, three in the names of each of the three siblings, and one in the parents'
name. All money is to be given away and the foundations dissolved within a specified period
after their sponsors' deaths. The biggest challenge will be in figuring out which causes to support.
"It's much more difficult to give money away intelligently than it is to make it," says attorney
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lames Ballengee, who was rector of the Board of Regents at Washington and Lee during Lenfest's term as a member.
"Everybody comes in with wild schemes. Deciding where you can d o the most good is not easy."
Education is already a major theme of Lenfest's philanthropy. He has been open-handed with his former alma maters,
showing special affection for Mercersburg Academy. Gifts to the schools have included substantial cash donations and the
underwriting of a library. He has also substantially funded the Lenfest Performing Arts Center at Washington and Lee and
a cafe at Columbia Law School. Lenfest has also quietly supported the educational goals of several individuals. At least
two Philadelphia-area museums have likewise benefitted from donations of money and collections of artwork.

On May 9, 2000, Lenfest's former cable properties formally assumed the Comcast name. As painful as it was to watch
his company go to his former rival, one piquant memory elicits a sly and triumphant smile from Lenfest. "Ralph Roberts
once tried to hire me back in my Annenberg days. He wanted me to head his cable operations. At the time he said: 'We
have a great business in Muzak. But frankly, I'm not sure that cable will ever amount to anything.'"

